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Background The use of Electronic Medical Records (EMR) is increasingly common. Little is known about the influence of EMR on resident learning, and little guidance is available for clinical teachers in the EMR setting. Objectives This study aims to examine the impact of EMR on Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) Family Medicine resident learning and to develop a teaching primer for clinical teachers. Methods Impact of EMR on resident learning was evaluated using a web survey and focus group discussions. Introductory letters with consent form and link to web survey were emailed to all MUN Family Medicine residents and Academic Family Medicine faculty preceptors. To achieve desirable response rate the web survey was sent three times over the 20-week survey period. Response frequencies were descriptively analyzed. Concordance and discordance between faculty and residents were evaluated. Six residents and four faculty preceptors participated in the focus group discussions. FGDs were analyzed using thematic analysis. Recurrent themes arising from the web survey and focus groups were compiled with results from the literature review to form a primer for clinical teaching.

Results 34 of the 43 eligible residents (79%) and 16 of the 17 eligible faculty (95%) completed the survey. Approximately 70% of residents and 69% of faculty agreed that EMR generally improves resident learning. Impairment of resident communication with patients was rated as the most frequent deficit (50% and 36% respectively. rho= -0.25). The FGDs affirmed the web survey results that EMR generally improves resident learning and preceptor feedback, but noted that improvements can be made using targeted communication training, avoiding EMR distraction when giving feedback, and avoidance of resident over-reliance on EMR templates and prescribing functions. Data is collated with a review of the literature in the form of a clinical primer to guide clinical teachers. Conclusions The rise of EMR has subtly changed the clinical supervision and instruction of medical learners. The results of this study contribute to the development of teaching strategies for enhancement of resident learning in the EMR setting. Targeted training for clinical teachers in the EMR setting may be of benefit to teachers and learners.